WWW.SIMSFILMFEST.COM
SIMSFILMFEST@GMAIL.COM

Carl (Br0ken English)
Preferred method of
contact: @Br0kenEnglishVA (Twitter)
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Machinima, Animation, Narration,
Commercials
Past Projects:





“Outpost 86” as Marcus/Extras
“Alone” as Max/Ruben/Extras
“Presentable Liberty” as Man
“Spiderman In the Kawaii World” as
TV announcer, Goku, Gai Sensei, Inu
Miro, Yu-Gi-Oh and Light Yagami.

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nB
BMoUzmVs4
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I’m usually down for anything
Additional comments: Down for
anything…. within reason. Lol

ProfKranc
Preferred method of
contact: Email: profkranc@gmail.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc)?: I have voiced in many different
projects ranging from video games, to
animations, to commercial projects and
machinima. I have been a voice actor for

3 years. I don’t discriminate given what
kind of video you are creating. I love
voice acting in any kind of production,
be it an abridged series or a commercial
video game. What it really comes down
to is whether I am interested in the
product and have the time. If you like
what you hear, give me a shout on my
email. I look forward to hearing from
you! I have a large range for Low to
High and can manipulate my voice in
many different ways, as displayed in my
demos.
Past Projects:









Scott – City Bitch by
TheElonianCass
Narrator – One Minute Melee by
ScrewAttack
Teemo – Teemo the Terrorist
Maniac (LOL Parody Animation)
by ImRazza
Octavius – Mythos by
PleasentlyPerplexed
Fox McCloud – Star Fox: Event
Horizon by UndyingNephalim
Joey – The Valoric Saga by
Donimation
Stan – MACARON by Reiko Noe
Gordon and Mechanic – Day II by
BaileyPoints

Link to demo reel:
https://soundcloud.com/callumjanes/callum-janes-character-demo
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any

Additional comments: I love comedy
and dramatic roles and will put my full
effort into any role I am given. I am
quick and responsive with emails and
will get your lines to you asap. As long
as I believe that the project is going to
be completed and will be quality, you’ve
probably got me hooked. Any examples
of previous work is appreciated. Hope
you all have a wonderful day!

Gimbitmen
Preferred method of
contact: Gimbitmen@Gmail.com
Experience: Experience – 10 or
more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): The Sims 2, The Sims 3, The Sims 4,
Fan dub, animation,
Past Projects:







Halloween Reawakening – Jack
Life’s A Beach: THE MOVIE – Nokia
Guy
POSEIDON Part 1 – Jaro
From Dark to Light – Teacher
Silenced – Tom Emery
Lia G/B Season 1 Ep 1 – Logan

I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for.: Any Genre
Additional comments: I love any role,
but what helps me a lot is when
someone gives me an bio about the
character, it help me fit into the shoe

just nice lol But yeah, just stay awesome
like an opossum!!

Alex Bowers
Preferred method of
contact: Email: kingax3man@gmail.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Machinima, Fanime, Abridged
Parodies, Audio dramas
Past Projects:
 Danny in “Sounds of Silence
 Slate in “The Marked Ones“
 William Blackwood in “Poison of
the Phoenix“
 Luke in “Shining Light
 Derek in “The Strange Girl with
White Hair” (Season 2)
 Michael in “Insanity“
 Owen Foster in “One Day“
 Cole in “The Immortal“
 Farrel in “Everlasting“

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M
1XHar4aE-w
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Male
Additional comments: I have a more
detailed list of my characters and shows
on my website,
alexbowersva.weebly.com. I’ve been
voice acting for years, and I plan on
doing it for a lot longer. I’m not picky,
and always look into any request I’m

given, so please don’t hesitate to ask me
anything. I love receiving emails from
people.

Alan Hawke
Preferred method of
contact: email: dragonalan1999@gmail.com
Gender: Male

Gwydion Calder
Preferred method of
contact: gwydion.calder@gmail.com
Experience - less than 5 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Audiobooks (4) Videogames (3)
Machinima/Animation (7)
Past Projects:
 Found You
 Beyond Heaven Case Files: 002
 Volos
Link to demo reel:
http://gwydioncalder.wix.com/voiceact
or#!demos/c65q
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Dramatic, Comedy, Character

Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice acted in
(machinima, fan videos, etc): Machinimas,
audiobooks & fandubs.
Past Projects: (There's a lot so I'll name the
top three I'm known for.)



"Inside" as Sam



"Isolation" as Darren



"Take A Shot" as Xavier

Link to demo reel: Voice-Reel Currently
Unavailable
I am available for: I have no preference to
main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I have no preference on genre.
Additional comments: - I've only voice-acted

Additional comments: I'm really
attracted to projects with members that
show good organization and
communication skills, and who are in
this both for the art and for the fun. I
work hard for you, so I'm only bolstered
to work harder when I see you toiling
away. Don't hesitate to contact me if
you think I can help you.

for a year and a few months now, so my acting
is still evolving and will get (and has gotten)
better over time. - You should probably send
me an email with the subject in all caps... that
gets my attention a lot quicker than most
emails haha!

Daniel Guadagnino (Guadz)
Preferred method of contact
dsguads@googlemail.com
Experience - 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in: Machinimas, fandubs, audio
books, games
Past Projects:
 A playlist of some things
 Fandub – Kore wa Zombie Desu
ka? Of the Dead
 Comicdub – Futaba Loves Her
Onii-Chan
Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1
mFJackR_Xw
I am available for: I prefer main
characters
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any
Nathan T. Esser
Preferred method of contact
nathan.esser@aol.com
Experience - 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in: Live Action, Narrations,
Animations, Machinimas, etc.
Past Projects:
 I Wish I Listened to Them
 I Should've Stuck with Babydolls
 The Zombie Attack Revelations
Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xx
0dtTj_D6o
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character

Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Comedy, Drama, Action, Horror,
Thriller
Additional comments: Facebook, IMDB,
Twitter, Website
Joe Filippone
Preferred method of contact
JFilip4675@aol.com
Experience - 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in: I have provided voices for
machinimas, indie series and films as
well as radio dramas and videogames
Past Projects: - Clips on YT Page
 Super Llama Man
 Seclusion
 Bad Karma
 Antidote
 Shadow of a Rose
Link to demo reel:
http://www.youtube.com/thehiphopjor
I am available for I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any
Additional comments: Stage trained
actor. Over 20 years working as an on
camera actor. Credits on IMDB. Large
vocal range. I have voiced children,
teens, women, men, elderly folks. Easy
to work with. Fun. Records in a timely
manner
Mike “Eyesadrift” Joseph
Preferred method of contact
EyesadriftVA@gmail.com
Experience - 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in: Pretty much anything and

everything under the sun.

acted in: Voice over videos, and skits

Past Projects:
 Blood Brothers by
NeonWolfArtist
 Miraculous Ladybug: Plagg is
Shipping Trash 1 [Comic Dub]
 Playlist of YouTube Stuff

Past Projects:
Youtube Playlist

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ho
gtpwDcdM8
I am available for I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Pretty much anything not X rated
(that's when ya gotta dish out some
cash)
Additional comments: I've been
providing voices for animations, games,
company videos, commercials, IVRs,
training videos, machinimas and a
plethora of other projects for over 7
years. I record in a sound treated room.
The equipment I use is a Shure KSM42,
hooked into a focusrite audio interface.
I record with Audition CS6. If you have a
good plot and it's not something that
I've already voiced in a few times (I.E.
Highschool dramas, Vampire type
dramas) then I'll be interested. Due to
my schedules with my agent, and my
second kid about to make his grand
entrance, my turnaround times are a bit
slow. Heck even my email responses
take a few days.
Destiny Brown
Preferred method of contact
Twitter:DezziGotYou1st or
YouTube:DezziGotYou
Experience - Less than 5 machinima
What type of things have you voice

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC
Oqjp8HGMXCfGnIBvlbGwwQ
I am available for: I prefer main
characters
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Drama/Reality/Romance
Richard Mendez
Preferred method of contact
Richy221@Live.com
Experience - 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in: I have participated as well as
created some audiobooks, machinimas,
orignal animations, comic dubs, video
games, podcasts, and more!
Past Projects:
YouTube Playlist
Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDl
aX35A_cI
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any
Additional comments: For more demo
reels and projects
visit www.richy221.com
Ruby Leaf
Preferred method of contact
Richy221@Live.com
Experience - njleef@hotmail.com

What type of things have you voice
acted in: Machinima, fandubs, AMV's
Past Projects:
 C!ty Bitch - Guy at bar
 Out of Focus – Zachery
 Seeking Faith - Connor
 A Hidden Curse - York Hill
 The Lost Words - Jack
 Revival - Jay
 Overlooked - Chris
 Spotlight - Noah
 Discovering Tempest - Jackson
Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FD
jJ3Vo7hf8
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any
Additional comments: I am a
transwoman who does male parts, but
also has the ability to do female parts if
so desired.

Amanda Stralforss
Preferred method of
contact: Panda.sforss@hotmail.com
Experience: Experience – less than 5
machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Sims Machinimas

TheBooBooStar
Preferred method of
contact: email thebooboostar@aol.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc)?: Machinima, sims 2 series, sims 2
movies

Past Projects:

Past Projects:













Tomb raider Lux Veritatis by
VinnyVis. Role: Sindel
Clementia by
SagaWorldProductions. Role: Amaya
Emerson
Tomb Raider Downfall by VinnyVis.
Role: Lucy
Zombie Creek by Jor’gha HaQ Role:
Alex

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0K
-u5LVxnLg
I am available for: I prefer main
characters
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for.: Fantasy, Sci-fi, Horror, Action
Additional comments: I have a special
love and passion for playing the bad
guy AKA the villains!







Tegan – The Lost Words
Taryn – Optical Perspective
Dawn – Seeking Faith
Elena – The Vampire Diaries
Cress – Cinder (Unfortunately, she
hasn’t uploaded the video yet)
Tori – The Strange Girl With White
Hair
Julie – The Basement
Extra – Mythos
Anne – The Selection
Ema – Paralysis

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ez
2q3uBqM30
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for.: Any Genre
Additional comments: I know I’m not
the greatest voice actress on YouTube,
but I love doing this. I love the idea that

I can express myself through voicing a
variety of characters.
Meowingwool
Preferred method of contact: youtube
Experience: 5 – 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc)?: I’ve acted in mostly series with
sims I also voice act for animations.
(These aren’t counted in the experience
field above.) Generally I prefer smaller
roles as I am a full time university
student. I’ve also taken part in multilanguage singing fandubs.
Past Projects: The playlist below is just
everything I’ve acted in. I haven’t had
anything released recently as animating
takes a long time although I will be
voicing Feathertail in Omen of the Stars
by Nifty Senpai.





Where the Wind Blows
Warriors Animation – The
Prophecy (I am credited as
monotsleigh here.)
We Are One – a multilanguage
just for fun, I am credited as
miauaslano here

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=
PL39FDD7FE6C046AD5
I am available for: I prefer supporting
characters
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for.: I don’t really have a specific genre
of sims machinima that I prefer.

Additional comments: I prefer not to
swear, but I don’t mind acting for things
with mature themes.
Ginjaninja_95
Preferred method of
contact: bvhfdjvavoiceacts@gmail.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc)?: I’ve been in Sims machinima, I did
a Halo machinima or something at one
point (I can’t remember. That was 4
years ago). I mainly voice act in sims
machinima. I do not have a preference
for genre or role type.
Past Projects:


PleasantlyPerplexed, Creature
High (Cecily)



kanonlullabies, Dog x
Bunny (Sensei)



Aussie Me These
Monsters (Voice 2)



HappyNisa, Heaven’s
Magic (Neveah)



Episode 5 and 6 of Too
Popular (Yaddinah)



TheCollegeExperience, The
College Experience (Brooke)



A complete list can be found on
my tumblr with the

links: http://bvhfdjva.tumblr.co
m/voiceacting
Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W
SCx56mv4JE
I am available for:: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Antagonist, supporting BFF,
Protagonist, you name it. I’ll even do
extras.
Additional comments: In case you’re
wondering why my username doesn’t
match up to literally everything
“bvhfdjva,” my username was bvhfdjva
and I haven’t been able to tell all of my
directors because I’m in so many things.
You can see a complete list that
probably needs updated on my
Tumblr: http://bvhfdjva.tumblr.com/voi
ceacting.
LittleGirlBigWorld
Preferred method of
contact: Email: kiter8@hotmail.com
Experience: Experience – less than 5
machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Series
Past Projects:


The Devils Orphanage



The Undead Hunters



Lia G/B

Link to demo reel: Working on one
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any

Bree Page
Preferred method of
contact: breep500@gmail.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
have been voice acting for the last three
years. I have voice acted in fandubs,
machinimas, video games, audio
dramas, and animations.
Past Projects:






Avarin – Project: Unknown
Budge – Budge’s Yellow Brick Road
Fezz – Vision Quest
April – City B!tch
Young William – Poison of the
Phoenix

Link to demo reel:
https://app.box.com/s/ztoyfvbug9hf9kn
em3k9
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Horror, Romantic Comedy, Drama,
Science Fiction
Additional comments: I am known for
my professionalism and quick turn

around times. I have voiced acted in
multiple machinimas for past seasons of
the Film Festivals.

Vanillacrescentx
Preferred method of
contact: vanillevelasquez@gmail.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Sims machinima, fandubs (anime,
cartoons, video games), indie original
animations, visual novels, audio plays
Past Projects:




2015 Sims Machinima
Compilation
2015 Fandub Compilation
For a full list of my voice work,
please check my channel
playlists or my website.

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ez
ZWbGKMr0s
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: No preferred genre.

Misha Hime
Preferred method of
contact: fallenangelzoe@gmail.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice

acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
mostly act in sims related videos. I have
never been in fan dubs but if it is of my
interest then I would go for it. I love
acting whether it be voice acting or
acting on a stage in front of an
audience. I can also kind of like sing
things as well.
Past Projects: I have been in many
productions but the following I
remember are:






Dog x Bunny as Neminy Sorchu
Something Happens as Natalie
Love Like Winter as Miss Murder
Where the Wind Blows as Young
Fawn and Leucosia the Siren
The Secret of Soul as Sarah and
Zoe

Link to demo
reel: https://youtu.be/8_bmsuMaXZI
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I up for anything really but if
anything I love playing as the bubbly or
shy girl who reads books in the corner
of the room. I also have an adorable
child voice. I also do extras even if I
don’t get a large part. I can kind of
somewhat sing..? I don’t know I’m all
over the place and ready for anything!
Additional comments: I was formerly
Sims3PartyProduction but I have
decided to move to a different channel
and name. Please do not hesitate to

email me about being in a series or a
movie or any other kind of production. I
am happy to help! ♥

Sushi Cat
Preferred method of
contact: sushicat20@gmail.com
Experience: 5 – 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Machinimas and animations
Past Projects:





Chloe – Loser
Myself – TAGML
Michael – Peter Pan
Jackie Presler – Danny’s Inferno

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7
k2bTNpIc8
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Comedy, Supernatural, Action,
Adventure, Mystery, Fantasy, Slice of
Life
Additional comments:
https://youtu.be/amL0QHdwTWA most
of the time it’s teen girls and moms. I
usually lean towards tomboyish
characters rather than girly ones but I
don’t mind voice acting them. I’m ok
with cussing but most of the time I try
to avoid it

AshleyTheSimmer4Life
Preferred method of contact: Email –
ashleybrooke681@icloud.com
Experience: 5 – 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Sims 3, series, film
Past Projects:








Taylor – Life Will Go On
Kia– Oceanic Hearts
Paige – Cannonberry Hills
Jessica- The Story Of Bella
Alexandria- Toxic Dream: Behind the
Band
Livia - Fool me Once
Luna - Farfalla

Link to demo reel:
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8DCfB
ZfD0MY
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any genre
Additional comments I absolutely love
voice acting and can't wait to be
featured in more projects! :D

LadyKingSims
Preferred method of
contact: ladykingsims15@gmail.com
Experience: Experience – less than 5
machinima
What type of things have you voice

acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Machinima
Past Projects:


Delilah Wolffe – Reign Of The
Undead by xl0lCecel0lx

Link to demo
reel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=iuO6-dMmHVU
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any
Additional comments: I’m not very
good and do not have a very good mic
but I would still love to be apart of
something I guess.

Alexis (LuxSkySims)
Preferred method of
contact: tragicXmagic1999@gmail.com
Experience: Experience – less than 5
machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
haven’t voice acted in anything before,
but I wanted to give it a shot.

Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I have no preference
Additional comments: I’m a beginner
and that is why there’s no demo reel
link. Also, my microphone is not that
good.

ArcadianSonnetVA
Preferred method of
contact: asvoiceacting@gmail.com
Experience: 5 – 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): I’ve voiced in a lot of things from
machinimas, fandubs, animations,
games, and even rap battles.
Past Projects: On my YouTube channel I
have a whole playlist of some projects
that I’ve been in
(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list
=PLa-CPd9izd4l6uposxcIfP4AF1tx6YEhQ)
Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lgj
OKzgTNXg
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I have no preference

Past Projects: I have no past projects.
Link to demo reel: I have no demo reel
because I haven’t acted in anything.
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character

Ceesy5
Preferred method of
contact: ceesy57@gmail.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice

acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Sims Machinima

Series, Sims Movies, and Fan Dubbings

Past Projects:
Past Projects:






Emily – Overlooked by alittlemid
Violet – The Mafia Boss by
Angelbeam19
Juliet – Revival by TheOnlyException
Maria – The Real Simwives of
Starlight Shores by RealSimWivesHD
Renae – Forgotten by
theElonianCass

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx
_bOX6tViU
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any
Additional comments: I’ve been voice
acting as of January 2012, and now
being in university, I’m busier than I
used to be. I still absolutely love voice
acting for others, but now being a
university student, I’m slightly pickier
about the projects I am a part of.







The Lost Children – Jada Shaw
Dreamweaver Films - Tori
The Lost Words - Hazel
Twins of Darkness – News Reporter
Lasting Evermore - Lailah

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B
Mm5gSIqgUU
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Anime, Horror, Realistic, etc.

SillyKatie24
Preferred method of
contact: SillyKatie24 on Skype
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Sims 2 and Sims 3 series, films and
machinima.
Past Projects:

SparxLight
Preferred method of
contact: SparxVocals@gmail.com
Experience: 5 – 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
have voice acted in Machinima, Sims







Sharp Keys
Dimension 17
Faux
The Marked Ones
Apokálypsis

Link to demo reel:
https://youtu.be/NdfstqzHPDw
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for:
Additional comments: Hey! This is
SillyKatie24! It's been a while since I'm
stuck my nose back into the Sims
community but I'm back, not only voice
acting but soon to be directing! If you'd
like me to consider auditioning for your
project feel free to send me a message!

for: Anything except for really romantic
Additional comments: I love being a
main villain/bad guy!!

JordanNox
Preferred method of
contact: nyxnoxticktock@gmail.com
Experience: Less than 5 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
haven't really voice acted in anything
else but have currently landed 2 roles at
the moment...

Past Projects:

Past Projects:




Thanatopia by Kannonlullabies
Creek by Sims Uncanny
Antidote by GaileeSims

Link to demo reel:
https://youtu.be/qTVCqb3jPdc?list=PLE
vT2m4rxPSdyLTGsXnyGnCPm2ceWLpRh
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act

NOVVAA
Preferred method of
contact: amberkirk40@yahoo.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
have been in some series and movies in
sims and will soon be branching into
other things.












The Hunted
Living Through Summer
Visions
Crashing Elements
Undeadly Thirst
Life Will Go On
Let’s Play
Swan Song
Annihalation
Where the Dead Dwell

Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=be
HPh8F9tdw&authuser=0
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any genre doesn't matter!
Additional comments: Been voice
acting for a while over a year. :)

Reira Convallaria
Preferred method of
contact: xangeloidx@gmail.com
Gender: Female
Experience: 5 - 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc):
Sims 2, 3 Machinimas Cartoon
Animations RPG and Video Games
Audio Dramas
Past Projects:
 Kaori (SacredTales By LMP
Games)
 Bebe (South Park By
ArcadianWolf)
 Ma Ri (Orange Marmalade By
CaramelLove Studio)
 Sam (CampDiaries By SimsSplat
 Roxy (SaturdayNights MOVIE By
Thehontry1)
 Chloe (Overlooked By alittlemid
 Mrs.Barnette (Nephilim by
MoreSims3Productions)
Link to demo reel:
https://youtu.be/LPjIe3Ggm8A
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Horror, Romance, RomComs,
Drama, Comedy, Reality, ANY
Additional comments: I'm always open
to voice acting . I'm willing to lend my
voice for free, but if your project will be

sold commercially, I would like to be
compensated. Pricing is flexible and I'm
willing to negotiate
Majestic Films
Preferred method of
contact: majesticfilms177@gmail.com
Experience: 5 - 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Mostly Sims Machinima
Past Projects:
 Penelope – Eve by LostMeadow
 Victoria - Wilde by Lovelace
 Z - Life's A Beach by
TwistTVShow
 Raven - The Forbidden Tale by
SimsBerrry (To Be Released)
 Tresor - The Rivers by Latibule
(To Be Released)
 Elora - Orca by Sadistic Siren(To
Be Released)
 Hazel - KoiNoYokan by
SillyKatie24 (To Be Released)
Link to demo
reel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=3OXk71SrbMk&index=1&list=PLY0xo
OVK5ixn_9sa3hUdr8vZ6_I0qdpCd
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any
Additional comments: I'm up for
anything, just lemme know. :)

DestinySimmer
Preferred method of contact:
paholalovespancake@gmail.com
Experience: Experience - less than 5
machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): i
voice as queenie in Creek right now. and
young alisa in ARISA that it for now.
Past projects: they aren’t released yet.
Link to demo
reel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=hP4SD98bHaE
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: ALL OF THEM
Additional comments: I'm Puerto Rican
so I might have a slight accent, and
pronunciation might take me a couples
tries, but I am a hard worker and
dedicated so reshoots…reshoots…lol (:

SimsBerrry
Preferred method of
contact: sims.berrry@gmail.com
Experience: 10 or more machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Machinimas
Past Projects:
 Max-Take a Shot
 Vickey – Beyond Heaven
 Octavia - Desolation
 Naomi - Thanatopia

Link to demo
reel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XmEz94HVQgA
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: No preferred genres
Additional comments: I have been voice
acting since summer of 2014 and have
gotten the chance to voice in over 60
machinimas. I've been around for
multiple SimsFilmFest seasons and I
can't wait to voice in more of them.( I
also sing if that helps ). Don't hesitate to
ask me. The full list of my voice acting
work is available on my channel.

Classycloverxoxo
Preferred method of contact:
jbuzzfeed@gmail.com
Experience: 5 - 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
voice act mostly in sims machinima and
anime dubs.
Past Projects:
 Mia
 Mary
 Young Amber
 Terry
Link to demo
reel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=yZRDDHIiKVA
I am available for: I have no preference

to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any Genre!
Additional comments: I am completely
comfortable with swearing or cussing
and you can find everything that I have
voiced on this
playlist: https://www.youtube.com/play
list?list=PLcQhxyPhbzemiqafp9uV7Qzrs
HeWdJbUY

Elastic-Angel
Preferred method of contact:
elastic-angel@hotmail.com
Experience: 5 - 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
have voiced in multiple sims movies and
series, as extras, supporting and main
characters.

Syraphic
Preferred method of
contact: syraphic@gmail.com
Experience: 5 - 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Machinima, fan dubs, fan videos
Past Projects:
 Leeda Steele - Thanatopia
 Jude – I’ll Give You the Sun
 Hannah – Out of Focus
 Dani - Death List II
 May - Reaching You
 Nellie – My Demons
 YouTube Playlist of Projects

Past Projects:
 Jesse – Beyond Haven
 Mariah – Sense Me Not
 Marie – Reincarnation of a
Vampire
 Chitose – Zero: Kurenai

Link to demo
reel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=AXf_mx98MS0
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I have no preference
Additional comments: I love voice
acting and I will do most roles because I
want to expand my experience and
meet new people!

Link to demo
reel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BwEPMq9ZABI
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I love variety
Additional comments:

Richelle Prince
Preferred method of
contact: richelleyy124@yahoo.com
Experience: 5 - 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Sims Machinima

Past Projects:
 Suspect
 Step Sisters
 Livin’ It
 The Merman
 Secret Love
 Abandoned
Link to demo
reel: https://soundcloud.com/user300697600/kitkazz124-demo-reel-2016
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Sims, Fandubs
Additional comments: Thanks!

Alexis
Preferred method of contact:
foreverinlovewithambreigns@gmail.com

Experience: Experience - less than 5
machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos, etc): I
have never voice acted before.
Past Projects: None
Link to demo reel: I do not have a demo
reel because I am a beginner.
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I am open to all genres
Additional comments: I don't have a
fancy microphone but my mic quality on
my new phone isn't that bad. Also, in

my own opinion, my voice has a more
"masculine" quality to it.

Anyloveishate
Preferred method of
contact: thegeekygamer56@gmail.com
Experience: 5 - 10 machinima
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Sims Machinima
Past Projects:
The series I'm voicing in haven't been
released yet
Link to demo
reel: https://www.castingcall.club/m/an
yloveishate
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: I have no preference
Additional comments: I'm easy to work
with, but I'm fairly new to voice acting

The White Deer
Preferred method of
contact: luanascott@hotmail.co.uk
Experience: 10 or more machinas
What type of things have you voice
acted in (machinima, fan videos,
etc): Machinima Projects

Past Projects:
 Mina - Sharp Keys by
MajesticFilms
 Maya - The Rivers by Latibule
 Juliette - Take A Shot Season 2
by Simsberrry
 Brielle - Tidal Effect by
SonderFilms
 Mia - Insanity by
SimisterrProductions
 Alyssa - Poison of The Phoenix by
lyramiamovies
 Narissa - Faeries of The Fae by
MoreSims3Productions
Link to demo reel:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=
PLlNApGiPRWjSs6VumYWYJ2vhvUM5wr
aCY
I am available for: I have no preference
to main or supporting character
Please list preferred genres to voice act
for: Any except Horror
Additional comments: I have a British
accent

